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Advanced Adhesive 
Technologies
AAT-560 Professional Urethane 
Wood Flooring Adhesive contains 
no isocyanates, the chemical in 
other urethanes that can etch floor 
finishes, the company says. When 
used with the company’s clip-on 
blade, 560 provides a moisture 
barrier of up to 10 pounds per 1,000 
square feet per 24 hours, as well 
as 88% in-situ RH, the company 
adds. AAT-560 is EC-1 certified and 
qualifies for LEED credits.

aatglue.com

Ambient Bamboo Products Inc.
The Bilder’s Ultimate adhesive features a vapor lock 
for going over concrete slabs and has a low odor, the 
company says. It does not contain water and is designed 
for installing bamboo, wood and engineered floors.

www.ambientbp.com

Bona US
Bona R880 is a premium silane-based construction 
adhesive engineered for taking hardwood to the next 
level with vertical wood surfaces. It is also suitable for 
trim, starter and closeout rows, treads, risers and more. 
Its bonding process can be accelerated by spraying little 
amounts of water on the substrate or spread adhesive.

bona.com/en-US/Bona-Professional/

Bostik Inc.
Bostik’s Climb is a one-
component, easy-gunning, 
non-sag adhesive specifically 
formulated for hardwood 
flooring, planks and blocks 
on interior, above-grade walls 
and installation of stair-tread 
caps. Applications include 
solid or engineered hardwood 
or bamboo installed on 
plywood, OSB or existing wood 
floor treads and risers, as well 
as drywall, brick, cinderblock 
or concrete for interior walls. 

bostik.com/us

Cal-Flor Accessory Systems
Cal-Flor’s Eurobond D3 Glue for 
floating floors is FloorScore-certified. 
It uses an American-made, high-
strength, cross-linking formula that 
provides flexibility and a stronger, 
longer-lasting bond, the company 
says, adding that it exceeds European 
D3 and US Type II standards. It is 
effective against water damage and 
is specially formulated for click and 
tongue-and-groove floors.

cal-fl or.com

DriTac Flooring Products LLC
DriTac 7800 Supreme Green is a 
five-in-one, premium “green” sound 
and moisture control hybrid polymer 
wood floor adhesive. It isolates old 
cutback adhesive residue and provides 
crack-suppression capabilities. 
Supreme Green is easy to clean off 
wood surfaces wet or dry and offers 
unlimited subfloor moisture control 
with no testing required, as well as a 
lifetime warranty, the company says.

dritac.com
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